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The No Password Required Podcast is dedicated to introducing and celebrating the practitioners,

leaders, researchers, and individuals who are shaping the cybersecurity industry. Join us for an in-

depth conversation that explores our guests' personalities, expertise, and the path that led them into

cybersecurity. The team also discusses current cyber threats and readiness tips for security

professionals and business leaders alike.

Dan Burke is the Cyber Practice Leader at Woodruff Sawyer, one of the largest insurance brokerage

and consulting firms in the US. Dan is a natural optimist and family man who believes every day is

going to be the best day and the next shot will always be his greatest golf shot. In this episode, Dan

joins the No Password Required team to talk about his personal connection to Colby-jack cheese,

the most misunderstood things about cyber risk and insurance, and his bucket-list golfing spots.

Ernie, Clabby, and Pablo discuss the recent Colonial Pipeline/Bitdefender controversy and the pros

and cons of publicizing intelligence that could help ransomware victims. In the “Positively Cyber”

segment, Pablo introduces the iconic Winston Wolfe to our fictitious cybersecurity organization as a

Data Loss Prevention freelancer.
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